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MEHRGARH NEOLITHIC

(8th-6th Millennium BC)
Th e site of Mehrgarh, located in the north-western part of the Kachi-Bolan region 
(Balochistan), is a vast archaeological area of about 300 ha covered with remains left  
by a continuous occupation from the 8th to the 3rd millennium BC. Th e excavation of 
the Neolithic levels (period I-II, ca. 8th - 6th millennium BC) has provided the so far 
earliest evidence of farming economy in South Asia involving (among the domesticated 
species) goats, sheep, cattle, barley and wheat. For period I, 7 meters of aceramic 
deposits (1700 m2) were unearthed and 77 multi-roomed buildings built in mudbrick 
were exposed. Alternating with  nine building levels, nine levels of graveyards dug in 
the debris of the abandoned houses were documented (318 graves). Th e majority of the 
burials provided a rich funerary material assemblage which included shell headbands, 
necklaces in shell, in unfi red and fi red steatite, clay fi gurines, stone objects, lithics and 
the fi rst evidences of the use of copper and cotton in South Asia. Th e study of several 
human skeletons also provided the earliest evidence of dentistry in the archaeological 
records. From around 6000 BC (period II), pottery occurred in the Neolithic levels  at 
Mehrgarh and the architectural structures now include large compartmented storehouses 
used as granaries.

MEHRGARH CHALCOLITHIC (5000-2600 BC) AND MEHRGARH VIII (2100-1900 BC) 
                 

Period III at Mehrgarh (5th millennium-beginning of the 4th millennium BC) is characterized 
by the development of various specialized craft  techniques, particularly in the pottery, fi nely 
manufactured with coil-building and wheel-throwing techniques, and decorated with geometric 
and (later) naturalistic motifs. During this period, the fi rst metal objects using the lost-wax casting 
technique and copper alloy with lead were produced while the funerary goods include sometimes 
necklaces with glazed steatite beads. Periods IV-V (3600-3100 BC) are distinguishable by a 
profusion of new painted ceramic styles. Periods VI and VII (3100-2600 BC) see the development 
of architectural complexes, of new ceramic techniques such as the painted grey ware and of very 
fi ne and elaborated terracotta human fi gurines linked to a long tradition starting in the Neolithic. 
Aft er a gap, the site is reoccupied as a cementery at the end of the 3rd millennium BC (Mehrgarh 
VIII, ca. 2100-1900 BC). Evidences of material stylistically linked with the Oxus Civilization in 
Central Asia were discovered in the Mehrgarh VIII burials.

Th e site of Mehrgarh cut by the Bolan River

Mother-of-pearl fi gurine and funerary 
goods from period I

Architecture and grave from Period I (8000-6500 BC)

Period VII building with numerous pottery in situ.

Granaries of period IIA (6500-5500 BC).

Pottery and seals from periods IV-VII (3600-2600 BC).

Evolution of the terracotta fi gurines at Merhgarh from Period I (8th-7th millennium 
BC) to Period VII (2900-2600 BC)

A grave from the Mehrgarh 
VIII cemetery (2100-1900 
BC) with material  similar to 
the Oxus Civilization kind.
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